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Abstract Many of the interesting physics processes to
be measured at the LHC have a signature involving one
or more isolated electrons. The electron reconstruction
and identification efficiencies of the ATLAS detector
at the LHC have been evaluated using proton–proton
collision data collected in 2011 at
√
s = 7 TeV and
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 4.7 fb−1.
Tag-and-probe methods using events with leptonic de-
cays of W and Z bosons and J/ψ mesons are employed
to benchmark these performance parameters. The com-
bination of all measurements results in identification ef-
ficiencies determined with an accuracy at the few per
mil level for electron transverse energy greater than
30 GeV.
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1 Introduction
The good performance of electron1 reconstruction and
identification in the ATLAS experiment at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) based at the CERN Labora-
tory has been an essential ingredient to its successful
scientific programme. It has played a critical role in sev-
eral analyses, as for instance in Standard Model mea-
surements [1,2,3,4], the discovery of a Higgs boson [5],
and the searches for new physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model [6]. Isolated electrons produced in many
interesting physics processes can be subject to large
backgrounds from misidentified hadrons, electrons from
photon conversions, and non-isolated electrons originat-
ing from heavy-flavour decays. For this reason, it is im-
portant to efficiently reconstruct and identify electrons
1Throughout this paper, the term “electron” usually indi-
cates both electrons and positrons.
over the full acceptance of the detector, while at the
same time to have a significant background rejection.
In ATLAS, this is accomplished using a combination
of powerful detector technologies: silicon detectors and
a transition radiation tracker to identify the track of
the electron and a longitudinally layered electromag-
netic calorimeter system with fine lateral segmentation
to measure the electron’s energy deposition, followed by
hadronic calorimeters used to veto particles giving rise
to significant hadronic activity.
During the 2011 data-taking period at
√
s = 7 TeV,
the LHC steadily increased the instantaneous luminos-
ity from 5 × 1032 cm−2 s−1 to 3.7 × 1033 cm−2 s−1,
with an average superposition (“pile-up”) of approxi-
mately nine proton–proton interactions per beam cross-
ing. In contrast to the electron performance goals for
the 2010 period [7], which focused on robustness for
the first LHC running, the goals for the 2011 period
aimed at substantially increasing the background rejec-
tion power in this much busier environment to keep the
online output rate of events triggered by electron signa-
tures within its allocated budget while at the same time
preserving high reconstruction and identification effi-
ciencies for electrons. During this period, ATLAS col-
lected large samples of isolated electrons from W → eν,
Z → ee, and J/ψ → ee events, allowing precise mea-
surements of the electron reconstruction and identifica-
tion efficiencies over the range of transverse energies,
ET, from 7 to 50 GeV. This paper reports on the meth-
ods used to perform these measurements, describes the
improvements with respect to previous results [7], and
benchmarks the performance of the 2011 electron re-
construction and identification used in various analyses
performed with proton–proton collisions.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2
provides a brief summary of the main components of the
2ATLAS detector. The electron trigger design, the algo-
rithm for electron reconstruction and the electron iden-
tification criteria are described in Section 3. Section 4
focuses on the method used to compute the various ef-
ficiencies. The data and simulation samples used in this
work are given in Section 5 together with the main trig-
gers that enabled the event collection. Section 6 reports
on the identification efficiency measurement, present-
ing the background evaluation and the results obtained
with the tag-and-probe technique. A similar methodol-
ogy, but using a subset of the samples available for the
identification efficiency measurement, is used to extract
the efficiency of the electron reconstruction described in
Section 7. The study of the probability to mismeasure
the charge of an electron is presented in Section 8. The
summary of the work is given in Section 9.
2 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector is designed to observe particles
produced in high-energy proton–proton and heavy-ion
collisions. It is composed of an inner tracking detector
(ID) immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field produced by
a thin superconducting solenoid, electromagnetic (EM)
and hadronic calorimeters outside the solenoid, and air-
core-toroid muon spectrometers. A three-level trigger-
ing system reduces the total data-taking rate from a
bunch-crossing frequency of approximately 20 MHz to
several hundred Hz. A detailed description of the de-
tector is provided elsewhere [8]. In the following, only
an overview of the main systems relevant to the results
reported in this paper is provided.
The inner tracking detector provides precise re-
construction of tracks within a pseudorapidity range2
|η| . 2.5. The innermost part of the ID consists of
a silicon pixel detector providing typically three mea-
surement points for charged particles originating in
the beam-interaction region. The closest layer to the
beam-pipe (referred to as the b-layer) contributes sig-
nificantly to precision vertexing and provides discrim-
ination against photon conversions. A SemiConductor
Tracker (SCT) consisting of modules with two layers of
silicon micro-strip sensors surrounds the pixel detector,
2ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its ori-
gin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of
the detector and the z-axis along the beam-pipe. The x-axis
points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the
y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used
in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around
the beam-pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the
polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2). Transverse momenta and
energies are defined as pT = p sin θ and ET = E sin θ, respec-
tively.
providing typically eight hits per track at intermedi-
ate radii. The outermost region of the ID is covered
by a Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) consisting of
straw drift tubes filled with a Xenon mixture, inter-
leaved with polypropylene/polyethylene transition ra-
diators. For charged particles with transverse momen-
tum pT > 0.5 GeV within its pseudorapidity coverage
(|η| . 2), the TRT provides typically 35 hits per track.
The TRT offers additional electron identification capa-
bility via the detection of transition-radiation photons
generated by the radiators.
The ATLAS calorimeter system has both electro-
magnetic and hadronic components and covers the
pseudorapidity range |η| < 4.9, with finer granular-
ity over the region matched to the inner detector. The
central EM calorimeters are of an accordion-geometry
design made from lead/liquid-argon (LAr) detectors,
providing a full φ coverage. These detectors are di-
vided into two half-barrels (−1.475 < η < 0 and
0 < η < 1.475) and two endcap (EMEC) components
(1.375 < |η| < 3.2), with a transition region between
the barrel and the endcaps (1.37 < |η| < 1.52) which
contains a relatively large amount of inactive mate-
rial. Over the region devoted to precision measurements
(|η| < 2.47, excluding the transition regions), the EM
calorimeter is segmented into longitudinal (depth) com-
partments called front (also known as strips), middle,
and back. The front layer consists of strips finely grained
in the η direction, offering excellent discrimination be-
tween photons and pi0 → γγ. At high electron or pho-
ton energy, most of the energy is collected in the middle
layer, which has a lateral granularity of 0.025 × 0.025
in (η, φ) space, while the back layer provides measure-
ments of energy deposited in the tails of the shower.
The hadronic calorimeters, which surround the EM de-
tectors, provide additional discrimination through fur-
ther energy measurements of possible shower tails. The
central EM calorimeter is complemented by two pre-
sampler detectors in the region |η| < 1.52 (barrel) and
1.5 < |η| < 1.8 (endcaps), made of a thin LAr layer,
providing a sampling for particles that start showering
in front of the EM calorimeters. The forward calorime-
ter (FCal), a copper–tungsten/LAr detector, provides
coverage at high pseudorapidity (3.1 < |η| < 4.9) with
EM-shower identification capability given by its lateral
granularity and longitudinal segmentation into three
layers; this calorimeter plays an important role in ex-
tending the pseudorapidity range where electrons from
Z-boson decays can be identified.
The inner detectors, including their services, as well
as the cryostat containing the LAr calorimeter system
correspond to a significant pseudorapidity-dependent
amount of material located in front of the EM calorime-
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Fig. 1 Amount of material in front of the cryostat, housing
the solenoid and the EM calorimeters, in units of radiation
length X0, traversed by a particle as a function of |η|. The
contributions of the different detector elements, including the
services, are shown separately by filled colour areas.
ters and can impact the electron reconstruction and
identification performance. Figure 1 shows the distri-
bution of the material in front of the cryostat in terms
of radiation lengths as a function of pseudorapidity. The
observed material variations suggest a pseudorapidity-
dependent optimisation of the selection criteria.
3 Electron trigger, reconstruction, and
identification
3.1 Trigger
The trigger system in ATLAS [8,9] comprises a
hardware-based Level-1 trigger (L1) and software-based
High-Level Triggers (HLT), composed of the Level-
2 trigger (L2) and the Event Filter (EF). Inside the
L1, the transverse energy ET of electromagnetic show-
ers collected in the calorimeters is computed within
a granularity of ∆η × ∆φ ≈ 0.1 × 0.1. The selected
objects must satisfy an ET threshold and are used to
seed the L2 reconstruction, which combines calorimetric
and track information using fast algorithms. In the EF,
oﬄine-like algorithms are deployed for the reconstruc-
tion of the calorimetric quantities while an adapted ver-
sion of the oﬄine software is used to treat the informa-
tion of the inner detector. During the 2011 run, the L1
output rate was kept below 60 kHz, the L2 rate be-
low 5 kHz and the EF rate was approximately 400 Hz,
averaged over the LHC fills.
3.2 Reconstruction
3.2.1 Central electrons
The electron-reconstruction algorithm used in the cen-
tral region of the detector equipped with the ID (|η| <
2.5) identifies energy deposits in the EM calorime-
ter and associates these clusters of energy with recon-
structed tracks in the inner detector. The three-step
process is as follows.
Cluster reconstruction: EM clusters are seeded from
energy deposits with total transverse energy above 2.5
GeV by using a sliding-window algorithm with window
size 3× 5 in units of 0.025× 0.025 in (η, φ) space. From
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of W and Z leptonic de-
cays, the efficiency of the initial cluster reconstruction
is expected to be approximately 97% at ET = 7 GeV
and almost 100% for electrons with ET > 20 GeV.
Track association with the cluster: Within the track-
ing volume, tracks with pT > 0.5 GeV are extrapolated
from their last measured point to the middle layer of
the EM calorimeter. The extrapolated η and φ coor-
dinates of the impact point are compared to a corre-
sponding seed cluster position in that layer. A track
and a cluster are considered to be successfully matched
if the distance between the track impact point and the
EM cluster barycentre is |∆η| < 0.05. To account for
the effect of bremsstrahlung losses on the azimuthal dis-
tance, the size of the ∆φ track–cluster matching win-
dow is 0.1 on the side where the extrapolated track
bends as it traverses the solenoidal magnetic field. An
electron candidate is considered to be reconstructed if
at least one track is matched to the seed cluster. In
the case where more than one track is matched to a
cluster, tracks with hits in the pixel detector or the
SCT are given priority, and the match with the small-
est ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 distance is chosen. In the
absence of a matching track, the cluster is classified
as an unconverted photon candidate. Electrons are dis-
tinguished from converted photons by investigating the
presence of pairs of close-by tracks originating from a
vertex displaced from the interaction point and by ver-
ifying the location of the first hits along the path of the
single tracks [10].
Reconstructed electron candidate: After a success-
ful track–cluster matching, the cluster sizes are opti-
mised to take into account the overall energy distri-
butions in the different regions of the calorimeter. In
the EM barrel region, the energy of the electron clus-
ter is collected by enlarging its size to 3 × 7 in units
of 0.025 × 0.025 in (η,φ) space, while in the EM end-
caps the size is increased to 5 × 5. The total recon-
structed electron-candidate energy is determined from
4the sum of four contributions [11]: the estimated energy
deposit in the material in front of the EM calorimeter;
the measured energy deposit in the cluster, corrected for
the estimated fraction of energy measured by the sam-
pling calorimeter; the estimated energy deposit outside
the cluster (lateral leakage); and the estimated energy
deposit beyond the EM calorimeter (longitudinal leak-
age). The correction for the material is aided by the
measured presampler signal, while the other three cor-
rections are derived from MC simulations. The (η, φ)
spatial coordinates of the electron candidate are taken
from the parameters of the matched track at the inter-
action vertex. The absolute energy scale and the inter-
calibration of the different parts of the EM calorime-
ter are determined using tightly selected electrons from
Z → ee, J/ψ → ee and W → eν decays [7].
The relative alignment of the calorimeter compo-
nents with respect to the inner detector has been mea-
sured using electron candidates with transverse energy
ET > 20 GeV selected with strict identification cri-
teria, similar to those used for the energy calibration,
and compatible with coming from the decay of W or Z
bosons. The difference between the electron cluster po-
sition and the impact point of the track extrapolation
to the calorimeter indicates the size of possible relative
displacements between the two detectors. The derived
alignment constants are applied to correct both the η
(as shown in Figure 2) and φ electron cluster coordi-
nates.
3.2.2 Forward electrons
In the forward region (2.5 < |η| < 4.9), which is not
equipped with tracking detectors, the electron recon-
struction uses only the information from the EMEC
and forward calorimeters and therefore no distinction
is possible between electrons and photons. Due to the
reduced detector information in this region, the use of
forward electrons in physics analyses is restricted to
the range ET > 20 GeV. In contrast to the fixed-
size sliding-window clustering used in the central re-
gion, the forward region uses a topological clustering
algorithm [12]: cells with deposited energy significantly
above the noise level are grouped in three dimensions
in an iterative procedure, starting from seed cells. The
number of cells in the cluster is not fixed and the sum
of their energies defines the energy of the cluster, with
corrections made to account for energy losses in the pas-
sive material in front of the calorimeters. As determined
from simulation, the efficiency of the cluster reconstruc-
tion is better than 99% for ET > 20 GeV. An electron
candidate in the forward region is reconstructed if it
has a transverse energy of ET > 5 GeV and has only a
small energy component in the hadronic calorimeters.
The direction of the forward-electron candidates is de-
fined by the barycentre of the cells belonging to the
cluster.
3.3 Electron identification
3.3.1 Central electrons
The identification criteria for central-electron candi-
dates are implemented based on sequential cuts on
calorimeter, on tracking, and on combined track–cluster
variables. These requirements are optimised in 10
cluster-η bins, motivated by the structure of the de-
tector, and 11 ET bins (from 5 to 80 GeV), in order
to provide good separation between signal (isolated)
electrons and background from hadrons misidentified
as electrons, non-isolated electrons (e.g. from semilep-
tonic decays of heavy-flavour particles), and electrons
from photon conversions.
Three sets of reference selection criteria, labelled
loose, medium and tight, are designed for use in anal-
yses. These three sets were revisited with respect to
those described in Ref. [7], which were designed mostly
for robustness at the startup of the LHC machine
with low-luminosity conditions. These criteria are de-
signed in a hierarchical way so as to provide increasing
background-rejection power at some cost to the identi-
fication efficiency. The increased background-rejection
power was obtained both by adding discriminating vari-
ables at each step and by tightening the requirements
on the original variables. The different selections used
for central-electron identification are detailed in Table 1
and described below.
Loose: The loose selection uses shower-shape vari-
ables in both the first and second layers of the EM
calorimeter, in contrast to the original selection [7],
which did not use the former. As before, hadronic leak-
age information is used. Additional requirements on the
quality of the electron track and track–cluster match-
ing improve the rejection of hadronic backgrounds by
a factor of ∼ 5 in the ET range 30 to 40 GeV while
maintaining a high identification efficiency.
Medium: The medium selection adds to the
loose discriminating variables by requiring the presence
of a measured hit in the innermost layer of the pixel
detector (to reject electrons from photon conversions),
applying a loose selection requirement on the transverse
impact parameter |d0|, and identifying transition radia-
tion in the TRT (to reject charged-hadron background),
when available. The requirements on the discriminating
variables in common with the loose selection are also
tightened, allowing the background-rejection power to
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Fig. 2 Distributions of the difference between the cluster η position determined from the first layer of the EM calorimeter,
and the η position of the ID track extrapolated to the entrance of that layer. Before the alignment procedure, the estimated
detector positions were based on the best knowledge from survey and construction. The distribution is shown before (red
points) and after (black triangles) the alignment corrections. Monte Carlo distributions using a perfect tracker–calorimeter
alignment are also shown as a coloured histogram. The four figures correspond to two half-barrels (−1.37 < η < 0 in (b) and
0 < η < 1.37 in (c)) and the two endcaps (−2.47 < η < −1.52 in (a) and 1.52 < η < 2.47 n (d)). The two-peak structure visible
in the endcap plots (a) and (d) before alignment is due to an endcap transverse displacement of 5 mm with respect to the
beam-line.
increase by approximately an order of magnitude with
respect to loose.
Tight: The tight selection makes full use of the
particle-identification tools available for electron iden-
tification. In addition to the generally tighter require-
ments on medium selection discriminating variables,
stricter requirements on track quality in the presence
of a track extension in the TRT detector, on the ra-
tio of the EM cluster energy to the track momentum,
and a veto on reconstructed photon conversion vertices
associated with the cluster [10] are applied. Overall, a
rejection power higher by a factor of two is achieved
with respect to the medium selection.
The loose, medium, and tight identification criteria
naturally exclude a large fraction of candidates with ad-
ditional close-by activity, such as electrons within jets.
It is important to note that none of the electron iden-
tification criteria explicitly apply requirements on the
presence of other particles (additional tracks or energy
deposits outside the EM cluster) close to the identified
electrons. The optimisation of such dedicated require-
ments (so-called isolation requirements), is strongly de-
pendent on the physics process and is performed sepa-
rately in each analysis.
3.3.2 Forward electrons
Electron identification in the forward region also is
based on sequential cuts on discriminating variables;
however, these variables are mostly based on topolog-
6Table 1 Variables used in the loose, medium, and tight electron identification criteria in the central region of the detector
(|η| < 2.47).
Category Description Variable
loose
Acceptance |η| < 2.47
Hadronic leakage In |η| < 0.8 and |η| > 1.37: ratio of ET in the first layer of the hadronic
calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster
Rhad,1
In 0.8 < |η| < 1.37: ratio of ET in whole hadronic calorimeter to ET of the
EM cluster
Rhad
Middle layer of the EM Ratio of energies in 3× 7 cells over 7× 7 cells Rη
Lateral width of the shower wη2
Front layer of the EM Total shower width wstot
Energy difference of the largest and second largest energy deposits in the
cluster divided by their sum
Eratio
Track quality and track–cluster
matching
Number of hits in the pixel detector (> 0)
Number of hits in the silicon detectors (≥ 7)
|∆η| between the cluster position in the first layer and the extrapolated track
(< 0.015)
∆η1
medium (includes loose with tighter requirements on shower shapes)
Track quality and track–cluster
matching
Number of hits in the b-layer > 0 for |η| < 2.01
Number of hits in the pixel detector > 1 for |η| > 2.01
Transverse impact parameter |d0| < 5 mm d0
Tighter |∆η1| cut (< 0.005)
TRT Loose cut on TRT high-threshold fraction
tight (includes medium)
Track quality and track–cluster
matching
Tighter transverse impact parameter cut (|d0| < 1 mm)
Asymmetric cut on ∆φ between the cluster position in the middle layer and
the extrapolated track
∆φ
Ratio of the cluster energy to the track momentum E/p
TRT Total number of hits in the TRT
Tighter cut on the TRT high-threshold fraction
Conversions Reject electron candidates matched to reconstructed photon conversions
ical cluster moments3, as defined in Table 2. As for
the central region, three reference sets of selection cri-
teria, labelled loose, medium, and tight, are defined.
To compensate for the absence of tracking informa-
3The cluster moment of degree n for a variable x is defined
as:
〈xn〉 =
[∑
i
Ei x
n
i
]
/
[∑
i
Ei
]
,
where i is the cell index within the cluster.
tion in the forward region, variables describing both
the lateral and longitudinal shower development are
employed. In addition, due to the significantly harsher
pile-up conditions at high pseudorapidity with respect
to those described in Ref. [7], the identification criteria
for forward electrons were redesigned and optimised di-
rectly with data in nine cluster-η bins: six in the EMEC
calorimeter (2.5 < |η| < 3.16) and three in the FCal
(3.35 < |η| < 4.90). The transition region between
the two calorimeters (3.16 < |η| < 3.35) is excluded
from the study. No explicit dependence on cluster ET
7Table 2 Variables used to identify electrons in the forward region of the detector (2.5 < |η| < 4.9).
Category Description Variable
Acceptance 2.5 < |η| < 4.9
Shower depth Distance of the shower barycentre from the calorimeter front face
measured along the shower axis
λcentre
Maximum cell energy Fraction of cluster energy in the most energetic cell fmax
Longitudinal second moment Second moment of the distance of each cell to the shower centre in
the longitudinal direction (λi)
〈λ2〉
Transverse second moment Second moment of the distance of each cell to the shower centre in
the transverse direction (ri)
〈r2〉
Normalised lateral moment w2 and wmax are second moments of ri for different weights per cell
w2
w2+wmax
Normalised longitudinal mo-
ment
l2 and lmax are the second moments of λi for different weights per cell
l2
l2+lmax
or isolation energy is introduced in the forward-electron
identification criteria. However, in contrast to the cen-
tral electrons, the identification criteria are also opti-
mised in four bins of the number of primary vertices
reconstructed in the event NPV (1–3, 4–6, 7–10, >10),
allowing for similar electron-identification efficiency for
different pile-up conditions. These three reference sets
use the same variables in each set, but with increas-
ing background rejection power coming from tightened
requirements, with the tight identification providing a
rejection factor approximately two to three times higher
than the loose selection.
3.4 Bremsstrahlung-mitigation algorithms
An electron can lose a significant amount of its en-
ergy due to bremsstrahlung when interacting with the
material it traverses. Because of the electron’s small
mass, radiative losses can be substantial, resulting in
alterations of the curvature of the electron’s trajec-
tory when it propagates through a magnetic field and
hence of the reconstructed electron track. The electron-
reconstruction scheme described in Section 3.2.1 em-
ploys the same tracking algorithm for all charged par-
ticles, with all tracks fitted using a pion mass hypothe-
sis to estimate the material effects. The lack of special
treatment for bremsstrahlung effects results in ineffi-
ciencies in reconstructing the electron trajectory. It also
results in the degradation of the estimated track param-
eters, increasing with the amount of material encoun-
tered. The effect is strongly dependent on the electron
pseudorapidity, as shown in Figure 1. By taking into ac-
count possible bremsstrahlung losses (and the resulting
alteration of the track curvature), the estimated elec-
tron track parameters can be improved. In 2011–2012,
a two-step programme was underway in ATLAS to im-
prove electron reconstruction: first to correct all track
parameters associated with electron candidates by per-
forming a bremsstrahlung refitting procedure prior to
the matching with the electron cluster, and then per-
forming bremsstrahlung recovery at the initial step of
the electron trajectory formation, to allow more effi-
cient track reconstruction. By the end of the 2011 data-
taking period, the first step [13] was made available
to analyses, improving the track-related electron iden-
tification variables. The second step was implemented
in time for the 2012 data-taking period, increasing the
electron reconstruction efficiency by several percent, es-
pecially at low ET. Results presented in this paper do
not use the bremsstrahlung-mitigation algorithms.
4 Methodology for efficiency measurements
Isolated electrons are important ingredients in Stan-
dard Model measurements and searches for physics be-
yond the Standard Model. However, the experimentally
determined electron spectra must be corrected for in-
strumentation inefficiencies, such as those related to
trigger, reconstruction, and identification, before abso-
lute measurements can be made. These inefficiencies
may be directly estimated from data using so-called
tag-and-probe methods [7]. These methods are used to
select, from known resonances such as Z → ee, unbi-
ased samples of electrons (probes) by using strict selec-
tion requirements on the second object produced from
the particle’s decay (tags). The efficiency of a require-
ment can then be determined by applying it directly
to the probe sample after accounting for residual back-
ground contamination. The efficiency factor relating a
true single-electron spectrum to one determined exper-
imentally may be factorised as a product of different
8efficiency terms:
e = cluster · reco · id · trig · other ,
where cluster is the efficiency to reconstruct an elec-
tromagnetic cluster, reco is the electron reconstruction
algorithm efficiency given the presence of the cluster
(Section 3.2), and id is the efficiency of identification
criteria with respect to the reconstructed electron can-
didates (Section 3.3). The variable trig denotes the
trigger efficiency with respect to reconstructed electron
candidates passing the identification criteria. The vari-
able other is the efficiency of any extra selection re-
quirements applied to the electrons satisfying the iden-
tification criteria, such as isolation of the electron clus-
ter and/or track, or selections on the significance of
the impact parameter of the fitted electron track (both
are used in many analyses). This paper reports on the
measurement of the reconstruction efficiency reco and
the identification efficiency id as determined from data
and compared with expectations from simulated events.
The term cluster is determined from simulation to be
close to unity, with typical values in the central and for-
ward regions provided in Section 3.2. Measurements of
the trigger efficiency trig can be found in Ref. [14]. The
term other is largely process-dependent and so must be
measured separately in each analysis. Section 8 presents
a measurement of the efficiency to correctly identify the
charge of an electron, charge, with respect to the re-
constructed electron candidates satisfying the various
identification criteria.
Tag-and-probe-based measurements based on sam-
ples of Z → ee, W → eν, and J/ψ → ee events are pre-
sented. The combination of the three samples allows ef-
ficiency measurements over a significant ET range, from
7 to 50 GeV, while still providing overlapping measure-
ments between the samples4. In the case of Z → ee and
J/ψ → ee decays, events are selected on the basis of the
electron-positron invariant mass and strict identifica-
tion criteria applied to the tag electron. Electron identi-
fication efficiencies are also extracted from W → eν de-
cays, tagging on the presence of missing transverse mo-
mentum in the event; this channel contributes signifi-
cantly to the overall efficiency determination due to its
high statistical power. At the LHC, J/ψ mesons are
produced directly and in b-hadron decays. Prompt J/ψ
decays occur in the vicinity of the primary event ver-
tex while many of the non-prompt J/ψ particles have
displaced decay vertices due to the relatively long life-
time of their b-hadron parent. The J/ψ candidates come
from a mixture of these two processes; however, their
ability to extend the reach of efficiency measurements
4Results in the high transverse energy region ET > 50 GeV
are discussed in Ref. [15].
to low ET makes them nonetheless very attractive, in
spite of this added complication.
The shower profiles of electrons in the calorimeters
depend on both the energy of the electrons and the
amount of material traversed by the electrons before
reaching the calorimeter. For this reason, electron effi-
ciency measurements in the central region (|η| < 2.47)
are made binned in two dimensions, both transverse
energy and pseudorapidity, in contrast to the previous
results [7] whose statistical precision could only provide
one-dimensional binning in either variable. Eight bins
of 5 GeV in transverse energy are used in the range from
10 to 50 GeV, with an additional bin covering the low
ET range from 7 to 10 GeV. Depending on the avail-
able statistics in each ET bin, efficiencies are measured
in three different, largely detector-motivated, η granu-
larities:
– coarse: 11 bins in η with limits −2.47, −2.01, −1.52,
−1.37, −0.8, −0.1, 0.1, 0.8, 1.37, 1.52, 2.01, 2.47
– middle: 20 bins in η with |η| limits 0.0, 0.1, 0.6, 0.8,
1.15, 1.37, 1.52, 1.81, 2.01, 2.37, 2.47
– fine: 50 bins in η with a typical granularity of 0.1
covering the full pseudorapidity range (|η| < 2.47)
In the forward region the measurements are per-
formed binned only in absolute electron pseudorapid-
ity:
– forward: 9 bins in |η| with limits 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8,
2.9, 3.0, 3.16, 3.35, 3.6, 4.0, 4.9
The efficiency is defined as the fraction of electrons
passing a particular selection in a given (ET,η) bin.
For the case of reco, the electron reconstruction effi-
ciency is calculated with respect to the sample satis-
fying the cluster-building step. Hence, clusters associ-
ated with reconstructed photons are also included in the
denominator of the measured reconstruction efficiency,
provided that they are separated by ∆R > 0.4 from
any other cluster associated with a reconstructed elec-
tron. As no reconstructed charge is available for clus-
ters without an associated track, no requirement on the
charge of the tag and the probe is applied. For the case
of id, the efficiency to identify an electron as loose,
medium, or tight is calculated with respect to a recon-
structed electron candidate, resulting in three ratios:
loose, medium, and tight, respectively. For the case of
charge, the efficiency to correctly identify the charge of
an electron is calculated by comparing the ensemble of
di-electron pairs without any requirement on the sign of
the charge of the track to that of the yield of opposite-
sign pairs consistent with the decay of a Z boson. The
statistical uncertainty of these efficiencies is computed
assuming a binomial distribution. If the evaluation of
the number of events (before or after the selection under
9investigation) is the result of a background subtraction,
the corresponding uncertainties are also included in the
statistical uncertainty.
5 The 2011 data and simulation samples
The data recorded during the 2011 proton–proton col-
lision run at 7 TeV are subdivided into several peri-
ods corresponding to the changing conditions of the
detector, including the energy thresholds of the pri-
mary triggers, as well as the instantaneous luminosity of
the LHC. Monte Carlo samples are generated to mimic
the same period granularity. In order to reproduce the
pile-up effects observed in the data, additional inelas-
tic proton–proton interactions in the form of simulated
Pythia [16] minimum-bias events are included in the
Monte Carlo simulation.
5.1 Samples
All data collected by the ATLAS detector undergo care-
ful scrutiny to ensure the quality of the recorded infor-
mation. In particular, data used for the efficiency mea-
surements are filtered requiring that all detector subsys-
tems needed in the analysis (calorimeters and tracking
detectors) are operating nominally. Several detector de-
fects had minor impacts on the quality of the 2011 data
set. The total integrated luminosity used for the mea-
surement presented in this paper is L = 4.7 fb−1 [17].
Samples of simulated Z → ee, W → eν, and
J/ψ → ee decays are used to benchmark the expected
electron reconstruction and identification performance.
The primary Z → ee and W → eν MC samples are gen-
erated with Powheg version r1556 [18,19,20,21] and
parton showering is accomplished using Pythia ver-
sion 6.425. The J/ψ samples are generated using the
same version of Pythia. All generators are interfaced
to Photos version 3.0 [22] to simulate the effect of
final-state QED radiation. The generated event samples
are passed through a detailed ATLAS detector simula-
tion [23] using GEANT4 [24]. The MC events are re-
constructed using the same software suite as used for
the data. Because background subtraction is not per-
formed on the MC signal samples when assessing the
expected electron efficiency, generator-level information
is used to select electrons originating only from Z → ee,
W → eν, or J/ψ → ee decays. Correction factors are
applied to the simulation to account for known discrep-
ancies with the data. These include corrections in the
form of event weights applied to the simulated events
to match the average interaction rate per bunch cross-
ing and the width of the beam-spot in the z-direction,
Table 3 Single-electron trigger evolution during the 2011
data taking, with their respective ET thresholds at EF level.
Single-electron Luminosity ET threshold
Triggers [cm−2s−1] [GeV]
e20 medium up to 2×1033 20
e22 medium 2–2.3 × 1033 22
e22vh medium1 >2.3×1033 22
both as measured in the 2011 data set. Both correc-
tions are important for the measurements presented in
this paper since the identification efficiency depends on
the instantaneous luminosity and the position of the
primary interaction.
Important improvements to the ATLAS GEANT4
simulation were made as a consequence of observed
Monte Carlo–data discrepancies in 2010 related to
the transverse shower shapes of electrons in the EM
calorimeter [7]. The implementation of a new GEANT4
version (4.9.3), combined with a change of the ATLAS
geometry description resulted in a significant improve-
ment in the 2011 MC simulation samples. The residual
differences that are still observed when comparing data
and MC for some variables, as shown in Figure 3, have
to be taken into account in the analyses by applying
appropriate data-to-MC efficiency corrections as pre-
sented in this paper.
5.2 Triggers
The samples used in these measurements were selected
by the primary electron triggers as well as by specifi-
cally designed supporting triggers. In order to keep the
trigger rates to an acceptable level with the increase
of the instantaneous luminosity in 2011, the primary
single-electron trigger selection had to be adjusted sev-
eral times by raising the minimum transverse energy
threshold and tightening the selection criteria. These
same trigger conditions are also implemented in the
Monte Carlo simulations.
– Z → ee events were collected using the unprescaled
single-electron triggers, requiring the candidates to
pass a minimum ET threshold. These events were
also required to satisfy strict quality criteria; ini-
tially, the so-called medium and later medium1 cri-
teria introduced to tighten the requirements on the
shower shapes and track properties, limitations on
the amount of energy deposited in the hadronic
calorimeter, and η-dependent ET thresholds (indi-
cated in the trigger name by “vh”) at L1. These
triggers are summarised in Table 3 [14].
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the shapes in data and MC simulation for two variables related to the lateral shower extension in the
second layer of the EM calorimeter (see Table 1): Rη in (a) and wη2 in (b). Electrons with ET in the range 40–45 GeV from
Z → ee decays are used to extract these shapes.
– W → eν events were collected with specialised trig-
gers based on the missing transverse momentum5
EmissT significance xs = E
miss
T /(α(
√∑
ET − c)),
where the sum runs over all energy deposits and
the constants α and c are optimised such that the
denominator represents the EmissT resolution. The
xs variable offers the ability to suppress the back-
ground significantly, allowing the triggers to run un-
prescaled at any pile-up rate. An xs selection re-
quirement was used in combination with an elec-
tron ET cluster threshold of 10 or 13 GeV. During
the 2011 run, additional track-quality requirements
were applied to the probe electron candidates. The
EmissT vector was required to be separated by at least
∆φ = 0.7 from any jet with pT > 10 GeV, where
the jets were reconstructed with the anti-kt algo-
rithm [25] with distance parameter R = 0.4.
– J/ψ → ee events were collected with five dedicated
prescaled di-electron triggers, mainly enabled to-
wards the end of LHC fills, by requiring a candidate
with tight identification criteria exceeding a mini-
mum ET threshold for the tag electron, an electro-
magnetic cluster exceeding a minimum ET thresh-
old for the probe electron, and a tag–probe invariant
mass between 1 and 6 GeV. These triggers are sum-
marised in Table 4.
While the triggers used for the collection of W → eν
and J/ψ → ee events do apply some requirements on
probe electrons and on the event topology, these are
chosen to be looser than the oﬄine selection and thus
5In a collider event, the missing transverse momentum is de-
fined as the momentum imbalance in the plane transverse to
the beam axis and is obtained from the negative vector sum
of the momenta of all particles detected in the event.
Table 4 Di-electron triggers used for collecting J/ψ →
ee events. The first part of each trigger name indicates the
threshold of the tight tag electron, while the second corre-
sponds to the loosely selected probe one. The di-electron mass
is required to be in the 1–6 GeV mass range.
Di-electron Tag electron Probe electron
triggers ET threshold [GeV] ET threshold [GeV]
e5e4 5 4
e5e9 5 9
e5e14 5 14
e9e4 9 4
e14e4 14 4
do not impact the efficiency measurement. In the case
of Z → ee collection, it is ensured that the tag electron
was sufficient to trigger the event, thus avoiding any
bias on the probe properties.
6 Identification efficiency measurement
6.1 Central-electron identification efficiency
Events from W → eν, Z → ee, and J/ψ → ee sam-
ples are used to measure the central-electron identifica-
tion efficiencies for various identification criteria, in the
transverse energy range from 7 to 50 GeV and pseudo-
rapidity range |η|< 2.47.
6.1.1 Selection requirements and sample sizes
A common set of requirements is applied to all triggered
events to ensure good data quality and suppress con-
tamination from background events. All electron can-
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didates, whether they be tag or probe electrons, must
be reconstructed within |η|< 2.47 with at least six hits
in the SCT and one in the pixel detector. The effect of
these requirements is accounted for in the reconstruc-
tion efficiency; see Section 7. Tight selection criteria are
applied to the tagging object that triggered the event,
that is, to one of the two electrons in Z → ee and
J/ψ → ee events or to EmissT in the case of W → eν
events. For the case of W → eν and Z → ee candi-
dates, the probe electrons must also satisfy a require-
ment limiting the amount of leakage of the shower into
the hadronic calorimeter (also accounted for in the re-
construction efficiency; see Section 7). Further criteria
are imposed in each channel to improve the separation
between signal and background events.
W → eν channel: A range of requirements is ap-
plied to the minimum value of the transverse mass6
mT (40 to 50 GeV), and on the missing transverse
momentum, EmissT (25 to 40 GeV), of the event in or-
der to obtain event samples with differing background
fractions. A minimum transverse-energy requirement of
ET > 15 GeV is applied to the probe electrons and
the entire event is discarded if more than one probe
candidate in a given event satisfies the medium cri-
teria. Two additional requirements are imposed in or-
der to reduce contributions from hadrons misidentified
as electrons. The probe electron candidate is required
to be separated from any R = 0.4 anti-kt jet with
pT > 25 GeV found within a cone of radius ∆R = 0.4.
Similarly, the EmissT vector must be separated from jets
with pT > 25 GeV by at least an angular distance of
∆φ = 0.7. After the final selection, a sample of 6.8
million W → eν candidate events was collected when
requiring EmissT > 25 GeV and mT > 40 GeV.
Z → ee channel: The tag electron is required to
have ET > 20 GeV and to lie outside the calorime-
ter transition region (1.37 < |η| < 1.52). The probe
electron must have ET > 15 GeV and be separated
from any jet with pT > 20 GeV found within a cone
of ∆R = 0.4. For each pair, the tag and the probe
electrons are required to have opposite reconstructed
charges. A typical di-electron invariant mass range used
in this analysis is 80 to 100 GeV, although this range
is varied in systematic studies. After the final selection,
a sample of 2.1 million probes from Z → ee candidate
events with opposite-charge electrons is extracted from
the 2011 data set.
J/ψ → ee channel: The J/ψ → ee events come
from a mixture of both the prompt and non-prompt
decays, with their relative fraction depending both on
6mT =
√
2ETEmissT (1− cos∆φ) where ∆φ is the azimuthal
separation between the directions of the electron and missing
transverse momentum.
the triggers used to collect the data and also on the
ET of the probe electrons. Given the difficulties asso-
ciated with the fact that electrons from non-prompt
decays are often surrounded by hadronic activity, two
methods have been developed to measure the efficiency
for isolated electrons at low ET, both exploiting the
pseudo-proper time variable7. The first method, the
so-called “short-lifetime method” uses J/ψ → ee de-
cays measured within very small values of the pseudo-
proper time where the prompt component is enhanced,
thereby limiting the non-prompt contribution (fNP) to
8–20% of the yield. The second method, the so-called
“lifetime-fit method”, uses the full J/ψ → ee candidate
sample, corrected for the non-prompt fraction, which
is obtained by performing a fit of the pseudo-proper
time distribution at each identification stage. An exam-
ple of this pseudo-proper time fit is shown in Figure 4.
For both J/ψ → ee methods, the main challenge is
the suppression of the large background present in the
low electron ET region. In order to reduce this back-
ground, tighter requirements are imposed on the quan-
tities measured with the TRT hits associated with the
tag electron, and the probe electron is required to be
isolated from surrounding energy deposits8. Moreover,
both the tag and probe tracks are required to originate
from the same primary vertex and to be within 0.2 mm
of each other in the z-direction at the vertex (x, y)-
position. The probe electron must have ET > 5 GeV.
Both the tag and probe are permitted to point toward
the calorimeter transition region. After the final selec-
tion, a sample of 120,000 J/ψ → ee candidate events
with opposite-charge electrons is collected in the invari-
ant mass range 2.8–3.3 GeV.
The ET and η distributions of tight electron probes
for the three tag-and-probe samples are shown in Fig-
ure 5.
6.1.2 Background evaluation
After the selections described in Section 6.1.1 are ap-
plied to the data, the three samples still contain back-
ground originating from hadrons misidentified as elec-
trons as well as from true electrons from photon conver-
sions and non-isolated electrons originating from heavy-
7The pseudo-proper time is defined as t0 = Lxy ·mJ/ψPDG/p
J/ψ
T ,
where Lxy is the displacement of the J/ψ vertex with re-
spect to the primary vertex projected onto the flight direc-
tion of the J/ψ in the transverse plane, m
J/ψ
PDG is the nominal
J/ψ mass [26] and p
J/ψ
T is the J/ψ reconstructed transverse
momentum.
8Tighter TRT and isolation requirements are applied on the
probe samples entering in both the numerator and denom-
inator of the efficiency ratio; both criteria were verified in
simulation not to affect the measured identification efficiency.
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Fig. 4 Pseudo-proper time fit of J/ψ → ee candidate events
for all selected probes within the ET range 7–10 GeV and in-
tegrated over η. The prompt contribution is modelled by two
Gaussian functions, while the non-prompt component uses an
exponential function convolved with two Gaussians. Points
with error bars represent the data sample after background
subtraction. The blue dashed line shows the prompt signal
component while the non-prompt component is drawn with
a dashed green line. The red curve is the sum of the fitted
prompt and non-prompt components.
flavour decays. For each sample and in each (ET,η) bin,
the level of background is evaluated by the use of sen-
sitive discriminating variables to build templates able
to provide some separation between signal and back-
ground events. These templates are then either fitted
or normalised to data to evaluate and subtract the es-
timated background component in the signal sample.
W → eν channel: Electron isolation [27] is used as
the discriminating variable. Templates are built from
the sum of the transverse energies in the electromag-
netic and hadronic calorimeters contained in a cone of
size ∆R = X around the probe, excluding the probe’s
contribution. The size X of the cone is typically 0.3
or 0.4. This isolation variable is corrected on an event-
by-event basis for pile-up and underlying event contri-
butions [28] and then normalised to the probe’s trans-
verse energy. The resulting quantity is referred to as
EconeT (X)/ET. The background template is constructed
from the probe selection by reversing two of the electron
identification criteria, namely the total shower width
wstot and the ratio of high-threshold hits to all TRT hits
(see Table 1). To ensure adequate statistics in each bin,
the background templates are constructed in (ET,|η|)
bins, assuming similar background at positive and neg-
ative pseudorapidity values. In the outermost |η| bins
where no information from the TRT is available, the
template from the last bin with TRT information is
employed. A threshold requirement is applied to the
EconeT (X)/ET variable to separate the signal-dominated
and background-dominated regions located below and
above this threshold, respectively. The EconeT (X)/ET
spectrum is normalised to the data in this latter region
and then used to estimate the background fraction in
the signal-dominated region located below the thresh-
old. Figure 6(a) shows a typical EconeT (0.3)/ET distribu-
tion together with the normalised template shape. The
signal-to-background ratio S/B typically varies from 6
to 60 for probes with ET in the ranges of 15–20 GeV
to 35–40 GeV, respectively. After performing this back-
ground subtraction, 5.2 million events remain in the sig-
nal region. As part of the systematic uncertainties stud-
ies, templates are also built by applying an additional
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reverse requirement on Rφ
9 to the original template se-
lection. Both sets of templates adequately describe the
high EconeT (X)/ET tail while offering differing shapes
close to the signal region.
Z → ee channel: Two discriminating variables are
used to evaluate the background yield in this chan-
nel. The first variable is the invariant mass distribu-
tion mee of the tag–probe pair. In this case, the back-
ground template is constructed from events failing at
least two loose identification requirements and hav-
ing a significant energy deposit in a cone around the
probe (see “Bkg template 1” in Figure 6(b)). This
template is normalised to the invariant mass distribu-
tion of reconstructed events in the high-mass region of
mee > 120 GeV and then used to evaluate the back-
ground fraction in the signal region (typically defined
as 80 < mee < 100 GeV). A small correction of ≤1% is
performed to account for Z/γ∗ → ee signal contribution
in the high-mass tail. This is estimated from signal MC
normalized to data in the peak region after tight iden-
tification cuts. In comparison to using a functional fit
to describe the background shape, this method has the
advantage of providing reliable results over the entire
(ET,η) kinematic range. The second variable employed
is the EconeT (X)/ET value of the probe, as used in the
W → eν channel and following the same background
subtraction techniques. A typical invariant mass distri-
bution is shown in Figure 6(b). The S/B ratio typically
varies from 5 to 160 for probes with ET in the ranges of
15–20 GeV and 35–40 GeV, respectively. After perform-
ing this background subtraction, two million probes re-
main in the signal region.
J/ψ → ee channel: As for the Z → ee channel,
the discriminating variable is the tag–probe invariant
mass distribution. The mee spectrum of opposite-sign
pairs is fitted, typically in the range of 1.8 to 4.6 GeV,
considering four distinct components. Two Crystal Ball
functions [29] separately model the signal shape and
that of the ψ(2S) resonance (the latter function is cen-
tred on the nominal PDG [26] value). The background
contribution in the signal region is largely modelled
by same-sign pairs as measured in data, with an ad-
ditional Chebychev polynomial used to model the re-
maining background from opposite-sign pairs. For the
short-lifetime method, these contributions are fitted
to the mee spectrum as measured in data to evalu-
ate the background contribution in the signal region
(see Figure 6(c)). For the lifetime-fit method, an un-
binned maximum likelihood fit is performed, where
same (opposite)-sign pairs are considered with a nega-
9Rφ is the ratio of the energy contained in 3×3 in (η×φ) cells,
to the energy in 3×7 cells, computed in the middle layer of
the EM calorimeter.
tive (positive) weight (see Figure 6(d)). The J/ψ → ee
sample suffers from a higher background contamination
than the other two channels such that the S/B ratio
in the typical signal extraction range of 2.8 < mee <
3 GeV varies between ∼0.5 and ∼3. After performing
the background subtraction, 88,000 (66,000) events re-
main in the signal region in the full (short) pseudo-
proper time range.
6.1.3 Identification efficiency measurement systematics
For all three channels, the dominant systematic un-
certainties are related to the evaluation of the back-
ground contribution to the signal region. Possible bi-
ases affecting the efficiency measurement are investi-
gated by varying the selection of events such that the
signal-to-background ratio is modified substantially or
by re-evaluating the efficiencies with alternative tem-
plates or background models. Each analysis is repeated
with a large set of variations and the spread of the cor-
responding results is used to quantify the systematic
uncertainties. These variations are designed to allow a
reasonable modification of the S/B ratio depending on
the background level affecting each mode.
W → eν channel: The baseline sample of W →
eν events is varied by using alternative EmissT and
mT selection requirements, and by changing the
isolation discriminating variable (EconeT (0.4)/ET and
EconeT (0.3)/ET) as well as its associated threshold re-
quirement used to delineate the signal and background
regions. For each variation, both sets of background
templates are used to normalise the isolation distribu-
tions above the thresholds. Within the 80 variations
used, the S/B ratio distribution in the signal region ex-
hibits an RMS (Root Mean Square) of ∼ 30% at low ET
(15–20 GeV) and ∼ 25% at high ET (35–40 GeV). The
combined effect of the charge misidentification and the
different W+ and W− production cross-sections at the
LHC leads to an up to 5% difference in efficiency using
the tight criteria between e+ and e− in the calorimeter
endcap bins for probes with 25 < ET < 30 GeV. This
difference is very well modelled in the MC efficiency,
leading to a negligible uncertainty for most analyses.
Z → ee channel: The baseline sample of Z → ee
events is modified by using alternative selection crite-
ria defining the tag electrons. Three mee windows (80–
100, 70–100 and 75–105 GeV) are used to extract the
signal events. Moreover, the size and composition of
the background are varied by modifying the reverse
requirements used to generate the templates. As an
example, the curves “Bkg template 1 and 2” in Fig-
ure 6(b) are similar in that the events used to build
these templates are required to fail some of the loose
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Fig. 6 Examples of discriminating variables and background-subtraction techniques for illustrative (ET,η) bins. (a) The
EconeT (0.3)/ET distribution of probes in the W → eν sample superimposed with the normalised background template. The
black dashed line indicates the threshold chosen to delineate the signal and background regions. The EconeT (0.3)/ET variable
may take negative values due to the applied average corrections for electronic noise and pileup. (b) Invariant mass distribution
in the Z → ee sample. The normalised shapes of two different background templates are also shown (see text for details).
The invariant mass for pairs where the probe satisfies the tight criteria is also shown. (c) Invariant mass distribution for the
J/ψ → ee sample in the short-lifetime range. The purple curve corresponds to the measured background with same-sign (SS)
pairs, the dashed green line shows the opposite-sign (OS) background, the blue curve indicates the extracted signal and the
red line is the fit to data taking into account signal, background, and ψ(2S) (not shown in the figure) contributions. For
presentational purposes the red line has been smoothed. (d) Invariant mass distribution for the J/ψ → ee sample using the
lifetime-fit method. Points with error bars represent the number of opposite-sign minus the number of same-sign data pairs, the
fitted signal is drawn by the dashed blue line, and the ψ(2S) resonance by the dashed orange line. The residual opposite-sign
background is represented by the dashed green curve.
identification requirements (template 1 fails at least two
requirements while template 2 fails three) and have a
significant energy deposit in a cone around the probe.
However, in contrast to template 1, template 2 is also
built from events passing additional track-quality re-
quirements and having little hadronic activity associ-
ated with the candidate. In the case where the invariant
mass is the discriminating variable, an isolation con-
dition (EconeT (0.4) < 5 GeV) is optionally applied to
the tag requirement. A total of 36 variations are per-
formed, for which the S/B ratio distribution exhibits
an RMS of ∼ 10%. In the case where the isolation of
the probe electron plays the role of discriminating vari-
able, the radius of the isolation cone and its associated
threshold are also varied, giving in total 120 variations.
The method employing the invariant mass as the dis-
criminating variable is used as the primary efficiency
measurement. However, the efficiencies computed us-
ing either variable agree well with each other within the
systematic uncertainties. Figure 7(a) shows the differ-
ences of the data-to-MC tight efficiency ratios between
the two methods in the ET = 35–40 GeV bin, which
are generally compatible with zero within less than two
standard deviations; these differences are considered as
additional uncorrelated systematic uncertainties on the
primary measurement.
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J/ψ → ee channel: The baseline sample of J/ψ →
ee events is similarly modified by using alternative se-
lection criteria to define the tag electron (additional
isolation criteria, tight TRT requirements) and by en-
larging the 2.8–3.3 GeV mass window defining the sig-
nal range. The functional fit for the background from
opposite-sign pairs is modified to assess the uncertainty
on the background subtraction (using Chebychev poly-
nomial functions or exponential fits). The range and the
function used for the pseudo-proper time fit as well as
the size of the isolation cone and its associated thresh-
old are also varied. Both the track-based and energy-
based isolation criteria are investigated. A total of 76
and 52 variations resulting in an S/B ratio distribution
RMS of ∼ 30% are used for the lifetime-fit and the
short-lifetime methods, respectively.
The method using the short-lifetime range relies
on the non-prompt fraction, fNP, extracted from the
J/ψ differential cross-section measurement [30], which
is used to combine the MC samples corresponding to
prompt and non-prompt J/ψ production. Selections
targeting further suppression of the non-isolated probes
decrease fNP, as expected, and this variation is taken
into account as predicted by simulation. The non-
prompt fraction increases with the probe ET and is
found to be independent of η. It enters into the compu-
tation of the combined MC efficiency prediction with an
uncertainty of 10%. In contrast, the lifetime-fit method
extracts fNP from the data, by fitting the lifetime dis-
tribution in the range from –1 to +3 ps. As in the
first method, this fraction is computed in bins of ET
only, since no significant variation was observed as a
function of η. Systematic uncertainties on the value of
fNP obtained from data are assessed by varying the
range and the function used in the fit. The results from
the two methods agree reasonably well, within the to-
tal uncertainties, as shown in Figure 7(b) where the
difference of the data-to-MC tight efficiency ratios be-
tween the two methods is shown for the bin ET = 15–
20 GeV. There is an approximate 75% statistical over-
lap between the candidates selected by the two meth-
ods. In the final combination, both the short-lifetime
and lifetime-fit methods are treated as variations of a
single measurement.
The steady increase of the instantaneous luminos-
ity during the 2011 period induced pile-up effects that
varied proportionally to the average number of inter-
actions per beam crossing. Increased pile-up causes
higher-energy deposits in the calorimeters and more
tracks in the inner detector, which may impact the elec-
tron reconstruction and identification. These effects are
confirmed when measuring the identification efficiency
with Z → ee events as a function of the number of re-
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Fig. 8 The loose, medium, and tight identification efficiencies
as a function of the number of reconstructed primary ver-
tices in the event, for Z → ee events and for central-electron
probes in the ET range 15–50 GeV. The quoted error bars
correspond to the total uncertainties. The observed loss in
efficiency is well modelled by the simulation. The yellow his-
togram indicates the NPV distribution in data.
constructed primary vertices in an event (see Figure 8),
where the efficiency is seen to drop by up to 2% and 5%
for the loose and tight criteria, respectively. These ef-
fects are well modelled by simulation with a maximum
difference of approximately two standard deviations ob-
served in the case of medium criteria. Variations of the
pile-up simulation and of the weighting procedure ap-
plied to the simulation to match the pile-up conditions
observed in data impact the efficiency at the per mil
level.
6.1.4 Combination and results
The Z → ee, W → eν, and J/ψ → ee channels are sta-
tistically independent and so are combined to increase
the precision of the identification efficiency measure-
ments. Although the efficiencies in a given (ET,η) bin
may be slightly different in each channel due to effects
related to e.g. resolution and migration effects or the
influence of the trigger, these differences are expected
largely to cancel when taking the data-to-MC efficiency
ratios, referred to as scale factors (SF). The combina-
tion of the three channels is therefore performed by first
calculating the corresponding scale factors in a double-
differential binning in electron ET and η. As examples,
the scale factors of the different channels are shown for
two illustrative ET bins in Figure 9. The agreement
among the channels is in general fair, with the most
notable discrepancy observed in the ET range of 15–
20 GeV where the J/ψ → ee results in the barrel re-
gion are lower than for Z → ee and W → eν with a
significance of approximately two standard deviations.
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Fig. 7 (a) Data-to-MC efficiency ratio difference between the two methods to estimate background (Method 1: invariant mass,
Method 2: isolation) used in the Z → ee analysis for central electrons, for the tight criteria and for probes in the 35–40 GeV
ET bin. (b) The same difference for the lifetime-fit (Method 1) and short-lifetime (Method 2) methods used for the J/ψ → ee
analysis for tight criteria and for probes in 15–20 GeV bin. In both figures, the error bars represent only the systematic
uncertainties associated with the individual methods.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of the scale factors extracted from the various channels in two ET bins, shown as a function of the tight
probe-electron pseudorapidity. In (a), scale factors from Z → ee, W → eν, and J/ψ → ee are compared in the ET range
15–20 GeV. In (b), scale factors from Z → ee and W → eν are shown in the ET range 35–40 GeV. The error bars correspond
to the total uncertainties in each channel. Some points are slightly shifted horizontally within the η bin for better visibility.
A global χ2 minimisation [31] is used to compute an
average value of the SFi in each bin i common to all
channels:
χ2 =
∑
i,k
[
µi,k − SFi −∑j γi,kj SFibj]2(
δi,ksta
)2
µi,kSFi
(
1−∑j γi,kj bj)+ (δi,kuncSFi)2
+
∑
j
b2j ,
where i, k, and j indices run over the (ET,η) bins,
the three channels, and the correlated systematics, re-
spectively. The latter are extracted from the systematic
variations used to compute the scale factor µik in each
channel. The variables δi,ksta, δ
i,k
unc, and γ
i,k
j represent the
relative statistical, uncorrelated, and correlated system-
atic uncertainties, respectively. The nuisance parame-
ters bj are related to correlated uncertainties, which
are dominated by the background subtraction uncer-
tainties. The combined scale factors are given by SFi.
During the minimisation procedure, the central val-
ues of the scale factors may be shifted by an amount
which is a fraction of the correlated uncertainties, such
that the minimal χ2 is reached. In 0.5% of all bins, the
absolute value of the pull 10 is larger than two. To be
conservative, the uncorrelated uncertainties are in this
case inflated by the pull divided by
√
2 and the global
10The pull gives the deviation from the average value of a
measurement in units of standard deviation.
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minimisation is performed once again. The combination
of independent measurements constrains the bin-to-bin
correlated uncertainties and reduces their size by up
to about 30%, thereby reducing the total uncertainty.
This reduction is most significant in the range ET = 25–
40 GeV, where the Z → ee and W → eν measurements
have the highest statistical precision.
High-ET measurements: ET > 20 GeV. In this re-
gion, copious statistics from the low background Z →
ee and W → eν channels are available and so the
measurement is performed in all three η granularities
(coarse, middle, fine). The total uncertainty in this re-
gion is at most 1–2% for tight electrons. In general, the
precision reaches the few per mil level at 35 GeV and
is statistically limited.
Low-ET measurements: 7 < ET < 20 GeV. In this
region, the measurement is driven by the J/ψ → ee
sample, although in the 15–20 GeV bin results from
both W → eν and Z → ee are also used in the combi-
nation. In this range, only the coarse η binning is used
due to the statistics available for the measurements.
The measurement is limited by the statistical preci-
sion and the total uncertainty varies from 3% in the
calorimeter barrel regions to 7% in the endcap regions.
Figure 10 illustrates some of the combined scale fac-
tors at low and high probe-electron ET resulting from
this minimisation procedure. These scale factors are
used in all analyses involving electrons, to correct for
residual differences between data and simulation that
are mainly due to the modelling of the shower shapes
in the calorimeter and to the TRT detector calibration
in the region 1 < |η| < 2. These corrections are usually
no more than a few percent.
In the following, the combined data efficiencies are
extracted by multiplying the combined scale factors by
the efficiencies computed from a Z → ee Monte Carlo
simulation. Figure 11 shows, for the coarse η granularity
in the low-ET region and the fine granularity in the re-
gion ET > 20 GeV, the efficiencies obtained in this way.
The precision of the efficiency measurements is in gen-
eral dominated by the statistical component, as shown
in Figure 12 for the tight criteria. Possible sources of
systematic uncertainties arising from the choice of MC
generator to derive the scale factors are not accounted
for in this analysis but are expected to have a negligi-
ble impact on these results. This is due to the fact that
the final results as shown in Figures 11 and 12 are ob-
tained from data-driven efficiency measurements, com-
bined through the use of scale factors, but then multi-
plied by a Z → ee MC sample.
In the case of loose identification criteria, efficiencies
are fairly uniform with pseudorapidity, while a slight de-
pendence is observed both for medium and tight. The
identification efficiency is sensitive to the readout gran-
ularity of the detectors and to the non-uniformities of
the material along the path of the electron. These vari-
ations are taken into account in the identification cri-
teria by defining pseudorapidity-dependent thresholds
for the selection variables, in addition to selections de-
pendent on transverse energy. As the tighter medium
and tight criteria make use of both calorimetric and
track information, they are more sensitive to such ef-
fects. Dependencies are most notable at |η| < 0.1 and
in the transition region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52. In the re-
gion |η| > 2, where the requirements on the shower
shapes are tightened to preserve the needed rejection
in the absence of the transition radiation information,
a degradation of the efficiencies is observed.
The dependence of the efficiency on the transverse
energy of the electron is made more explicit when in-
tegrating over the whole pseudorapidity range of the
Z → ee sample, as shown in Figure 13(a). In the ET
range from 7 to 50 GeV, the loose efficiency varies
from about 90% to 98%. The medium and tight cri-
teria show a more significant dependence on energy
due to the tighter requirements applied to provide the
desired background rejection. The efficiency increases
from about 80% at 7 GeV to 90% at 50 GeV for the
medium criteria and from about 65% at 7 GeV to 80%
at 50 GeV for the tight criteria. The integration over
the pseudorapidity range decreases the statistical and
uncorrelated systematic uncertainties of the measure-
ment. However, given that almost half of the system-
atic uncertainty is correlated amongst all η bins, the
size of this component does not improve after integra-
tion. Thus, the total systematic uncertainties on the
efficiency measurements as a function of ET are domi-
nant over much of the lower ET range and of compara-
ble size to the statistical uncertainties at high ET as is
shown in Figure 13(b).
6.2 Forward-electron identification efficiency
In the forward region of the calorimeters, the electron
identification efficiency is measured with a Z → ee sam-
ple where a well-isolated ET > 25 GeV tag electron
satisfying the tight requirement is identified in the cen-
tral region of the calorimeter and the probe cluster with
ET > 20 GeV is found in the region 2.5 < |η| < 4.9.
The candidate events are required to have a low missing
transverse momentum, in order to suppress the contri-
butions from W → eν background.
The invariant mass of the tag–probe system is fit-
ted in each of the pseudorapidity bins defined in Sec-
tion 3.3.2, in the range 55 < mee < 130 GeV to a
Crystal Ball function convolved with a non-relativistic
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Fig. 10 Examples of combined scale factors for the three identification criteria (loose, medium, tight) as a function of the
probe-electron pseudorapidity. Results are shown for 15–20 GeV in (a) and 35–40 GeV in (b) probes. In each η bin, the
points for loose, medium and tight criteria are slightly shifted horizontally for better visibility. The error bars indicate the total
uncertainties.
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Fig. 11 Electron identification efficiencies, extracted by multiplying the combined scale factors evaluated from the Z → ee,
W → eν, and J/ψ → ee channels by efficiencies computed from a Z → ee Monte Carlo simulation, as a function of the η
value of the probe for nine ET bins, from 7–10 GeV (top) to 45–50 GeV (bottom). The three colours correspond to the three
identification criteria (loose, medium, tight). For ET < 20 GeV, the coarse binning is used and the efficiencies are plotted
symmetrically for both the positive and negative η bins. For ET > 20 GeV, the efficiencies are shown in the 50 η bins available
using the fine granularity. The error bars indicate the total uncertainties.
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Fig. 12 Total, systematic, and statistical uncertainties of the tight efficiency (extracted by multiplying the combined scale
factors evaluated from the Z → ee, W → eν, and J/ψ → ee channels by efficiencies computed from a Z → ee Monte Carlo
simulation) as a function of the η value of the probe for nine ET bins, from 7–10 GeV (top) to 45–50 GeV (bottom). For
ET < 20 GeV, the coarse binning is used and the uncertainties are plotted symmetrically for both the positive and negative η
bins. For ET > 20 GeV, the uncertainties are shown in the 50 η bins available using the fine granularity. The total uncertainties
are dominated by the statistical component. The systematic uncertainties are dominated by the uncorrelated component, which
is largely due to the difference of the two Z → ee methods and thus affected by limited statistics of the different data samples
employed for the background-subtraction procedures.
Breit–Wigner function with fixed Z width [26] to model
the signal, and a Landau function to model the back-
ground. The S/B ratio is ∼ 7 and ∼ 5 in the EMEC
and the FCal, respectively. After background subtrac-
tion, a total of 192,000 and 76,000 probes remain in
the two regions. Variations of the tag requirements are
performed, which change the S/B ratio by up to a fac-
tor of two. In addition, alternative fit models for signal
and background distributions and different fit ranges
are used to assess the systematic uncertainties on the
electron yields. The total systematic uncertainty is com-
puted by summing in quadrature the effects observed in
the individual variations. The largest contributions are
related to the choice of background model and signal
fit range. Examples of invariant mass fits are shown in
Figure 14.
The electron identification efficiencies measured in
data remain stable with increasing pile-up but vary
with ET and |η|. The simulation models well the mea-
sured efficiency shape as a function of pile-up and of
ET. However, it does not describe adequately the effi-
ciency measurements as a function of |η|, as shown in
Figure 15. This discrepancy is due to a mismodelling of
the shower shapes in the calorimeter and increases with
the tightness of applied identification criteria. Data-to-
simulation scale factors are computed in each |η| bin
to correct for these differences (see Figure 15(d)). The
resulting total uncertainty is 2–4% and 4–8% in the
EMEC and FCal regions, respectively, and it is domi-
nated by the systematic component.
7 Reconstruction efficiency measurement
The EM cluster reconstruction efficiency cluster, for
both the central and forward electrons is determined
from simulation of Z → ee decays. From Section 3, the
forward EM cluster reconstruction efficiency is better
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Fig. 13 (a) Dependence of the combined identification efficiencies on the transverse energy of the probe for central electrons.
Error bars correspond to the total uncertainties. (b) Decomposition of the total uncertainty into its statistical and systematic
components. The three colours correspond to the three identification criteria (loose, medium, tight). Some points are slightly
shifted horizontally within the ET bin for better visibility. In the ET region above the Jacobian peak (ET >45 GeV), both
the statistical and systematic uncertainties increase with respect to the highest precision region (ET ∼ 35 GeV), as shown in
Figure 12.
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Fig. 14 Example fits of invariant mass distributions for probes in the EMEC in (a) and FCal in (b) regions.
than 99% for ET > 20 GeV and the central EM clus-
ter reconstruction efficiency is 97% and 99% at 7 and
15 GeV, respectively. It then follows that the central-
electron reconstruction efficiency as measured in data
reflects the performance of the track reconstruction and
the track–cluster matching procedure. Efficiency values
are measured for three event samples:
– all reconstructed electron candidates;
– electron candidates satisfying in addition a require-
ment on the quality of the matching track; this is
to match the probe definition of the J/ψ → ee se-
lection used in the electron identification efficiency
measurement;
– electron candidates with a good track and satisfying
in addition the requirement on the hadronic leakage
Rhad defined by the loose identification criteria; this
is to match the probe definition of the W → eν and
Z → ee selections.
For this measurement, only one of the channels
available to the identification efficiency measurement,
a Z → ee sample, can be used. The Z → ee event selec-
tion follows closely that used for the measurement of the
identification efficiency as described in Section 6.1.1,
with the two exceptions noted in Section 4 related to
the inclusion of photons in the denominator of the ef-
ficiency definition and lack of charge requirements on
the tag and probe pairs due to the presence of probe
clusters without a matched track.
Figure 16 shows typical examples of the cluster-pair
invariant mass distributions used to evaluate reco. A
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Fig. 15 The (a) loose, (b) medium, and (c) tight identification efficiencies as a function of the |η| of the probe cluster in the
forward region of the calorimeters for data and simulation. In (d), the data/MC ratio is shown for the three identification
criteria, slightly shifted for better visibility. All plots are for probe electrons with ET > 20 GeV. In all four figures, error bars
correspond to the total uncertainties.
total of 2.2 million probes were used to perform this
measurement. The backgrounds entering the numera-
tor and denominator of reco are evaluated differently
due to the inclusion of clusters associated with recon-
structed photons in the denominator.
7.1 Background evaluation
The electron background contribution is estimated us-
ing a methodology similar to that employed for the
identification efficiency measurements discussed in Sec-
tion 6.1.2, based on the electron–positron invariant
mass. The background cluster–pair invariant mass tem-
plate is obtained from data by reversing identification
requirements on the probe object and then normalising
the distribution to the background-dominated cluster–
pair invariant mass distribution in the 110–250 GeV
region. When measuring the reconstruction efficiency
alone, the probe electrons of the background template
are required to fail at least two of the requirements
defining the loose identification, with the exception of
those associated with the track quality, and to satisfy
the anti-isolation requirement EconeT (0.4)/ET > 0.05
(see Figure 16(b)). When measuring the reconstruction
efficiency for electrons passing the track quality require-
ment, the background templates are obtained from ob-
jects either passing or failing this extra requirement.
The background templates used for the measurement
employing the additional requirement on the hadronic
leakage Rhad are built in a similar fashion (see Fig-
ures 16(c) and (d)).
The background from real photons is estimated us-
ing the invariant mass distribution of pairs composed
of an electron tag and a probe reconstructed only as a
photon, meγ . The sideband regions above and below the
Z-boson resonance mainly contain background events.
These regions, corrected for the expected number of
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Fig. 16 Examples of cluster-pair invariant mass distributions at different levels of the probe selection, in the bin 40 ≤ ET <
45 GeV. (a) All reconstructed clusters associated with electrons and photons, used in the denominator of reco; the photon
background estimation used to evaluate the corresponding systematic uncertainty is shown. (b) Reconstructed electrons used
in the numerator of reco. (c) Reconstructed electrons passing the track quality requirement. (d) Reconstructed electrons
passing the track quality and Rhad requirements; two of the different background templates used to estimate the associated
systematic uncertainty are shown. In all cases, the shaded histograms show the distributions obtained with probes after tight
identification, to give an indication of the expected signal shape.
genuine electron–positron pairs as estimated from sim-
ulation are fit to a third-order polynomial function. The
number of background events associated with photons
is then obtained by integrating this fit function in the
signal region (see Figure 16(a)).
7.2 Reconstruction efficiency and systematics
The reconstruction efficiency as a function of pseudo-
rapidity for all three event selections is shown in Fig-
ure 17 in ET bins ranging from 15 to 50 GeV. In the
lowest ET bin, a coarser η binning is used to cope with
the smaller data sample, and still ensure that the to-
tal uncertainty is equally shared between statistical and
systematic sources.
The systematic uncertainties are assessed by vary-
ing parameters in the fitting procedure and measuring
the global systematic uncertainty as the RMS of the
distribution of the results obtained with each config-
uration. These variations include identification quality
of the tag electron, the invariant-mass range used to
select the signal events, the template shape used for
electrons, and the sideband fit range for the photon
background evaluation. For this latter uncertainty, the
systematic uncertainty associated with the estimate of
the genuine electron–positron events in the sideband
region is evaluated by varying this number by ±30%
in each meγ bin, assuming this variation is fully corre-
lated between bins. The 30% variation is conservatively
estimated from the largest observed difference between
data and simulation for the probability with which elec-
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trons are misidentified as photons. The signal contami-
nation in the template and in the normalisation region
is taken into account by varying the amount of signal
leaking into the cluster-pair invariant mass template,
and by estimating the signal contamination in all other
regions from simulation. Similarly to what is done for
the photon background evaluation, the latter prediction
is assigned a conservative 20% uncertainty.
From Figure 17, the efficiency to reconstruct an
electron or positron having a track of good quality
and matching an electromagnetic cluster that fulfils
the Rhad requirement varies for high-ET probes from
about 96% in the barrel region of the calorimeter, to
about 90% in the endcap region for ET > 30 GeV. For
ET < 25 GeV, this efficiency drops to about 93% (85%)
in the barrel (endcap) region. For ET > 35 GeV, the
total uncertainty on the measured reconstruction effi-
ciencies is well below 0.5%.
The reconstruction efficiency may be affected by
the ambient activity resulting from pile-up interactions.
The final plot in Figure 17 shows the values of the three
reconstruction efficiencies as a function of the number
of reconstructed primary vertices NPV in the event. The
Rhad requirement introduces the largest sensitivity to
pile-up, demonstrated by the few percent efficiency vari-
ation as NPV varies from 1 to 20; this dependence is well
modelled by the simulation.
The significant background contamination and low
statistics of probes at low ET does not permit a mea-
surement of the reconstruction efficiency for ET <
15 GeV from Z → ee decays. Furthermore it is not pos-
sible to trigger a sufficiently large sample of J/ψ → ee
or W → eν events unbiased with respect to the recon-
struction efficiency measurement. In the region from 7
to 15 GeV, the prediction from simulation is used in-
stead with fair confidence, based on the observed good
MC modelling in the ET region beyond 15 GeV. For this
extrapolation, conservative uncertainties of 2% and 5%
are assigned in the barrel and endcap regions, respec-
tively. Figure 18 shows the three types of reconstruction
efficiencies as a function of ET. In the two lowest ET
bins, where no data measurement exists, the expected
efficiencies from a Z → ee MC sample were used, as-
signing the systematic uncertainties quoted above. The
integration of the measurements over the pseudorapid-
ity range decreases the statistical uncertainty such that
the systematic component dominates overs the entire
ET range.
7.3 Combined reconstruction and identification
efficiency measurement
The reconstruction efficiency presented in this Section
and the identification efficiency in Section 6 are com-
bined to provide the electron reconstruction and iden-
tification efficiency measurement. This combined effi-
ciency, integrated over the range |η| < 2.47, along with
the corresponding uncertainty, is presented as a func-
tion of ET in Figure 19.
8 Charge-identification efficiency
The correct identification of the charge of an electron
is important in many analyses, e.g. when exploiting
charge correlations of the final-state particles. Electron
charge-misidentification may occur when electrons ra-
diate early in the detector, such as near the entrance
of the inner tracking detector, and resulting photons
subsequently convert and are reconstructed as high pT
tracks. A particle with reconstructed charge opposite to
the parent electron may then accidentally be associated
with the calorimeter cluster. These effects are expected
to follow the distribution of material in the detector,
which Figure 1 shows to be |η| dependent.
The probability to correctly identify the charge of
the candidate electron is evaluated with a tag-and-
probe analysis employing a Z → ee sample, consider-
ing as probes the ensemble of di-electron pairs without
any requirement on the reconstructed sign of the track.
The tag is required to satisfy tight identification cri-
teria, to be well isolated (EconeT (0.3)/ET < 0.15) and
to have transverse energy greater than 25 GeV. To en-
sure a well-measured tag charge, the tag is confined to
the barrel region of the calorimeter (|η| < 1.37) where
the charge reconstruction efficiency is observed to be
very high. The probe electron is also required to have
ET > 25 GeV and be anywhere within the acceptance
of the inner detector. No correction is applied for the
misidentification of the tight central tag electron. This
increases the measured charge-identification probability
by about 0.2%.
The invariant mass of the tag–probe system is used
as the discriminating variable to separate signal from
background events. The background template is ob-
tained from events that have the tag candidate sat-
isfying the medium criteria and the probe candidate
failing to satisfy the loose criteria. The invariant mass
spectrum as measured in data is fit in the region 66 <
mee < 116 GeV using the sum of the Z → ee signal
template from simulation and the background template
from data. The yield in the signal region is counted in
the invariant mass range of 80 to 101 GeV.
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Fig. 17 The three types of reconstruction efficiencies, with their total uncertainties, as measured in data and simulation in
bins of probe ET from 15 < ET < 20 GeV to 45 < ET < 50 GeV. The final plot on the bottom right shows the efficiency
as a function of the number of reconstructed primary vertices in the event. The solid yellow histogram indicates the NPV
distribution in the data. The error bars correspond to the total uncertainties.
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Fig. 18 (a) Reconstruction efficiency as a function of ET for central electrons. The error bars correspond to the total
uncertainties. (b) Composition of the total uncertainties is shown as a function of ET. For ET < 15 GeV no measurement
with data was possible and the expected efficiencies from the Z → ee MC sample were used directly. In this case, conservative
uncertainties of 2% and 5% were assigned for the barrel and the endcap regions, respectively. Some points are slightly shifted
horizontally within the ET bin for better visibility.
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Fig. 19 (a) Central-electron combined reconstruction and identification efficiencies as a function of ET , for the reconstruction
plus track quality plus hadronic leakage requirements and all three identification criteria. The error bars correspond to the total
uncertainties. (b) Breakdown of the total uncertainty of the combined measurement into statistical and systematic components
as a function of ET. Some points are slightly shifted horizontally within the ET bin for better visibility.
The charge-identification efficiency, extracted by
comparing this yield to the subset of opposite-sign
pairs, is measured for all levels of electron identifica-
tion: reconstruction, loose, medium, and tight, as shown
in Figure 20(a) and compared with the equivalent num-
bers as extracted from simulation in Figure 20(b). The
tightness of the tag selection and the definition of the
signal region are varied to assess the systematic uncer-
tainty. The charge-identification efficiency is found to
be high (> 99.7%) and relatively constant in the bar-
rel region of the calorimeter decreasing to 93% in the
endcap region. In this region, the efficiency increases
to 97% when applying the tight selection to the probes.
The agreement between data and simulation is good for
all η values except at the outermost edge of the accep-
tance where the simulation predicts a higher misiden-
tification probability. This discrepancy may originate
from incorrectly modelled material in the simulation.
The same Figure shows that the measured efficiencies
do not depend on the reconstructed sign of the probe
track.
9 Summary
The ATLAS experiment at the LHC recorded approxi-
mately 4.7 fb−1 of proton–proton collision data in 2011
at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7 TeV. The tag-and-
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Fig. 20 Charge-identification efficiency for electrons with ET > 25 GeV in a Z → ee sample given as a function of the probe |η|.
(a) Measurement of the data charge-identification efficiencies for reconstructed, loose, medium, and tight probes. (b) Comparison
of the efficiencies for all electron and positron probes as measured in data (closed points) and in simulation (open points). The
sign within the bracket is the charge of the tag while the sign next to it is that of the probe. The error bars correspond to the
total uncertainties. Some points are slightly shifted horizontally within the η bin for better visibility.
probe methods developed to measure the components
of the electron efficiency with these data are described
in detail. In comparison to similar results based on 2010
data [7], the revised analysis methods presented here,
in combination with the higher statistics provided by
the 2011 data in the Z → ee, W → eν and J/ψ → ee
channels, have enabled precision measurements of elec-
tron efficiency in a finely grained two-dimensional grid
of probe electron (ET,η).
The electron reconstruction efficiency, which is re-
lated to the ability to associate a candidate electron
track with a corresponding EM cluster, was extracted
from a Z → ee sample of probe electrons in the central
region of the detector (|η| < 2.47) using a fine η granu-
larity and seven ET bins in the range of 15 to 50 GeV.
The statistical precision is the dominant source of un-
certainty of the two-dimensional measurement, with the
total uncertainty varying from a few percent in the low-
est ET bin to ∼ 0.5% at 35 GeV.
The efficiency to identify electrons given the exis-
tence of a reconstructed-electron candidate is assessed
in the central region of the detector (|η| < 2.47) for
three benchmark selection criteria called loose, medium,
and tight. A combination of the data to Monte Carlo ef-
ficiency ratios measured from Z → ee, W → eν, and
J/ψ → ee samples is performed in a fine (ET,η) grid,
over the probe ET range from 7 to 50 GeV. This results
in a typical accuracy on the efficiency to identify elec-
trons from Z decays of a few per mil at ET = 35 GeV
and 1–2% for ET < 20 GeV and it is dominated by
the statistical uncertainty. As a consequence of im-
provements in the simulation, the measured efficien-
cies demonstrate better agreement with expectations
compared to the results presented in Ref. [7], varying
with ET and η from a few per mil to a few percent.
In the forward region (2.5 < |η| < 4.9), the efficiency
of the entirely calorimeter-based loose, medium, and
tight criteria was measured in nine |η| bins for probe
ET > 20 GeV with a total uncertainty of few percent,
mostly arising from systematic effects. In this region,
a larger discrepancy is observed between measured and
expected efficiencies.
The efficiency for a correct charge reconstruction
for tight electrons with ET > 25 GeV is found from
a Z → ee sample to be > 99.7% in the barrel region
of the detector, decreasing to ∼ 97% in the endcaps,
independent of lepton charge.
Overall, the work presented in this paper has en-
abled precision measurements of two-dimensional effi-
ciencies, improving by approximately an order of mag-
nitude the uncertainties assigned to the results pre-
sented in Ref. [7]. These improvements have greatly
benefited the analyses performed by the ATLAS col-
laboration.
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